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Hospitality education, as a vocationally oriented field of study, must
provide the student not only with theoretical concepts, but also with a series of
skills that the student will use in the work place. These skills include problem
analysis and decision making, team building, and the relationship of the hotel
business variables (Occupancy, Profits and Guest Satisfaction). Simulation
gaming techniques are thought to be very effective methods to develop these
skills. In simulations participants imitate actions required on the job and are
actively involved in the processes of learning and skills acquisition. The Hotel
Management Simulation/Game is a simulation technique that has been
successfully used in hospitality education and training. However its instructions
and procedures (mechanics) have been perceived as unfriendly by participants.
It was believed that thedegree of understanding of the game mechanics would
affect the learning process and the achievement of the game's instructional
goals. To solve this problem, several changes of the game's mechanics have
been introduced by the game administrators at Rochester Institute of
Technology. The objective of the present study is to answer the following
question:
Does the Hotel Management Game's mechanics affect its learning
outcomes (such as problem solving and decision making, team building, and
understanding of the relationship among occupancy, profits and guest
satisfaction), and the general pleasantness of the experience?
A true experimental research was conducted to give an answer to these
questions. Two groups of hotel management students were exposed to two
different versions (Treatment
"A"
and "B") of the Hotel Management/Simulation
Game. Both treatments differed only in the game's mechanics. Instruments
were applied to measure in each groups: 1) The understanding of the game
mechanics (independent variable), 2)
Participants'
Perception of Skills
Acquisition, 3) General pleasantness (fun) of the experience, 4) Teamwork, and
5) Willingness to give and receive feedback.
Results of the T-tests show that there was not any significant difference at
a: 0.05, in
Participants'
Perception of Skills Acquisition, Fun, Teamwork and
Feedback, between the two treatment groups. However, statistically significant
differences were found only in individual questions. They favored
students'
perception of a less structured version (the original version or treatment "A").
Pearson's Correlation Analysis show that there is no relationship between the
perceived acquisition of the skills and the game mechanics, but it did find a
strong positive correlation coefficient of 0.5004 between degree of
understanding of the game's mechanics and the general pleasantness (fun) of
the experience (p<0.01). Strong correlation coefficients were found also
between Participant's Perception of Skills Acquisition and their Willingness to
Give and Receive Feedback (0.3593, p<0.05) and between Teamwork abilities
and Feedback (0.4380, p<0.05). Results also suggest that the Hotel
Management Simulation/Game is an effective technique to provide the learner
with relevant skills for the hotel business.
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There is no doubt that the market reality of the eighties and early
nineties, has tremendously affected the way the hospitality industry had been
working for years. Fewer customers find in the marketplace many different
service-suppliers offering a wide variety of amenities at competitive prices. This
has created a more demanding and cost sensitive type of customer who wants
to get more value for his money. In order to survive in this
"hostile"
environment
the hospitality-tourism industry is facing the challenge of becoming really
service and customer oriented. To achieve this goal the industry requires a
highly educated personnel at every level:
1. Well trained, creative front-line people who could be empowered to
solve
customers'
problems and meet their requirements.
2. A new breed of managers that understand the market reality and can
solve efficiently the corporation's overall challenges through the process of
strategy formulation and implementation.
Therefore, education and training in the hospitality-tourism sector have to
evolve from its traditional orientation to one based on providing the learner not
only with theoretical models but also with practical experiences in managerial
decision making and guest relations skills to be applied in the workplace.
In order to meet this need, Colleges offering programs in
Hospitality-
tourism management use several teaching and training methods: lectures,
demonstrations, seminars, conferences, panels, role playing, case studies,
projects and simulations.
Among these teaching and training techniques, simulations are thought
to be the most effective for
skills'
development: "In training it is held that
simulation enables the broad company view to be passed on to the trainee in a
different way from that which applies with the lecture method of training. In the
latter, the weakness is that information is passed on only at the intellectual level.
The trainee hears about the job but does not participate in it. The content of his
training passes to him not as a skill, as it does with simulation but as a
concept."
(Tansey and Unwin, 1969). In simulations training becomes "real". Trainees
imitate actions required oa the job and are actively, involved in_the learning
process.
Background
Similar techniques.- Simulations and educational games have been
used in different areas: business, international relations, sociology and urban
planning, among others. In the past decade an increasing number of teachers
have been finding games to be an important part of their educational resources.
According to Wilbert McKeachie "It may well be that within the next decade




Different Colleges of Food, Hotel and Tourism management have
identified this need and are currently using different games such as:




(Chase, 1968). In this game the simulation technique is used to make decisions
about hotel pricing, marketing, operations and finance.
2. The "Hotel
Game"
developed by Dominic Sculli and Wing Cheong
Ng. This game is based on a conceptual framework that is presented as
three separate systems, "The physical, the financial, and the external
environment. Emphasis is placed on the physical system which is interpreted as
a series of related work
units."
(Sculli and Ng, 1985).
The Hotel Management Game.- The Hotel Management Game is the
simulation technique used in the presentresearch. It was designed by Richard
D. Duke and was copyrighted in 1989 by "Multilogue". During the same year
the Simulation Systems Laboratory and the School of Food, Hotel and Travel
Management of Rochester Institute of Technology bought the game and Dr.
Charles Plummer of the Simulation Systems Laboratory was licensed for the
rights to operate it. The Hotel Management Game was selected for this
research because it is considered by Stockham, Crumb and Plummer (1991) as
a valuable technique for hotel management education and training since it
provides the student with a series of decision making scenarios in the hotel
business so participants can explore and exercise their problem solving and
decision making abilities in a simulated
environment. Another important reason
to select the Hotel Management Game as the subject of this study lies on the
fact that this gaming technique has been successfully used for several years by
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faculty in the School of Food, Hotel and Travel and the Simulation Systems
Laboratory at the Rochester Institute of Technology. The game's administration
characteristics and cost are other major considerations for its selection: The
Hotel management Game is easily administered, very portable, non
computerized and therefore inexpensive, in contrast to similar computer
simulations.
The overall goal of the subject gaming technique was identified by its
original developer Dr. Richard Duke (1989) in the following terms:
"The Hotel Management Game impresses on hotel managers the
necessity for hotels in a chain to be extremely well coordinated and
jointly cooperative, yet retain an individual competitive sharpness which
will maximize profits, in order ta excel in the enormously competitive
hotel business world. The game also allows managers to explore and
apply relevant techniques, behaviors and strategies in a simulated
environment."
The designer has also identified three main objectives of the game as follows:
1 . Increase Capacity (Occupancy) of the given hotel,
2. Improve the Guest Satisfaction Index (G.S.I. ), and,
3. Improve the hotel's Profit Index (P.I.).
The exercise begins with new hotel chains which have recently made the
move into a new territory. The
players'
performance is judged not only against
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that achieved by the other hotels in a given chain, but also against that of the
other chains. Each chain and each hotel has an identical organizational
structure and capability. Each has a Regional Vice-President responsible for the
hotels in the region belonging to this chain, and each has three discipline
managers for the functions of Rooms and Facilities, Food and Beverages, and
Sales and Marketing. The exercise is controlled by the facilitator, known as the
Executive Vice-President. (Duke, 1989).
"Each team makes decisions about how to handle representative
problem situation that include food and beverage, rooms management,
marketing, hotel maintenance, customer relations, operations, finance,
human resources, and uncontrollable external events that periodically
affect a hotel. The results of their strategic decisions are scored on the
quality of a
-solution- to the problem, an element of chance, and the




Stockham, Crumb and Plummer (1991) have conducted a series of
studies whose results were reported in the "1991 Annual CHRIE Conference
Proceedings."
They collected feedback from graduate and undergraduate
students, community college faculty and working managers who had played the
Hotel Management Game. These researchers concluded that higher order
learning objectives can be achieved and evaluated through the use of modified
versions of the Hotel Management Simulation-Game. They also found that
overall ratings made slow increases as the instructors made improvements to
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the original version of the game and gained more experience in running it.
These improvements to the original version were motivated by
participants'
feed-back who reported difficulties to understand the game mechanics. The
original version of the game was designed to serve as a training technique in
managerial development programs for the hotel industry. Once the game began
to be used for educational purposes at RIT, facilitators felt the need of
introducing a series of modifications to the game. Beginning in 1990 they
introduced several changes to the game's mechanics, based on their
cumulative experience and an analysis of the students feed-back on the game.
A new version of the Hotel Management Game was developed by Dr. Charles
Plummer. John Tiby and Kristan Beatt, Research Assistants in the Simulation
Systems Laboratory, assisted with the design and development process of the
new version. This version incorporates new printed materials and recording
forms. Provision is also, made for team presentations. In conjuction with
Professors Stockham and Crumb of the Food, Hotel and Travel School, two
problem solving situations have been modified for academic use. Stockham,
Crumb and Plummer have clarified criteria for scoring problem solving creative
solutions and for evaluating student presentations. Modifications of the game's
mechanics could be listed as:
1 . A self tutoring manual that emphasizes on the steps to be followed by
the participants.
2. Improvement of record keeping and scoring procedures.
3. The introduction of a "Game Analysis and Strategy Setting Stage",
which takes place after the two first rounds of the game. During this stage the
participants have the opportunity to review the game mechanics and try to
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identify the relationships among the game's main variables. After their analysis
the participants are encouraged to develop a Strategic Plan for the following
rounds of the game.
4. Participants are provided with extra resource hand-out material: Hotel
Operations overview, problem solving and strategy setting, and information
systems hand-outs.
For the purpose of this study the game's original version will be referred
to as "Treatment
A"
and the modified version will be known as "Treatment B".
Materials used in both treatments were:
1 . The Facilitator's Manual,
2. Participants material, which contains a Pregame hand-out, Scenario,
and Role Descriptions, a Game Handout, RoJe assignment objectives, steps to
play and decision Accounting Forms,
3. Event Cards, and
4. The Game's Paraphernalia (Dice, colored flow pens, wall charts).
In treatment B, all materials other than the initial scenario, were rewritten.
Debriefing was more structured and extensive, group presentations and
strategy setting occured.
Problem Statement
The mechanics of the Hotel Management Game's original version was
perceived by learners as
"unfriendly"
which means that instructions were not
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clear and students had to invest a lot of time understanding the game
procedures. All of this was believed to affect the learning process and the
instructional goals of the game. The problem addressed in this study could be
stated as:
Does the Hotel Management Game's mechanics affect its learning
outcomes (such as problem solving and decision making, team building, and
understanding of the relationship among occupancy, profits and guest
satisfaction), and the general pleasantness of the experience?
Purpose
The purpose of this study is to evaluate the changes of the game's
mechanics had an impact in
learners'
perception of skills acquisition through
the simulation exercise and the general pleasantness of the experience.
Significance of the Study
The present research is considered as a relevant study since it deals with
one of the few simulation techniques used in service industries and education
for the service industries. It would be very important to evaluate if problem
solving and decision making techniques, team building skills and the
relationship among occupancy, profits and guest satisfaction, could be taught
through the use of this educational/training technique.
If an effective simulation technique is identified through this study and it is
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later applied in hospitality training and education, several positive results might
be perceived. Students will benefit from the results of this project since they
will be provided with direct experimental learning behaviors and strategies
designed to develop their managerial and decision making skills. These
students will enter the industry with more confidence and experience, which
could be a key to succeed in their careers.
Also the hospitality industry would benefit from this study because it can
count on more skilled human resources who would have developed behaviors
and skills in decision making through the improved Hotel Management Game.
This will ultimately increase productivity within the hotel industry.
Hypothesis
Since it is believed that the new version of the game (treatment B) is
better that the original game (treatment A), the researcher sets the following
hypothesis:
Null Hypothesis: The new version (treatment B) of the Hotel Management
Game is perceived by students as an equally or less powerful teaching
technique than the original version (treatment A) to achieve the objectives of
providing the learner with a
better understanding of the hotel business, develop
skills in problem-solving/decision-making and team building, and to enjoy the
gaming experience at the
same time.
Alternative Hypotesis: The new version of the Hotel Management Game
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(treatment B) is a better or more powerful instructional technique than the
original version (treatment A) to provide learners with a better understanding of
the hotel business, to develop their skills in problem-analysis/decision making
and team building and to enjoy the gaming experience at the same time.
Assumptions
For the purpose of this study, the underlying model was assumed to be
valid. However, other than previous evaluation data collected by Dr. Plummer,
the original designer Dr. Duke provided no evidence in the simulation
documentation bearing on the issues of validity and reliability.
When defining the research population and sample the researcher
assumed that the populations were homogeneous in terms of their previous
skills of problem solving and decision making, as well as in their attitudes and
values, and formal knowledge of the hotel business. Therefore, the researcher
assumes that the variances are homogeneous in all treatment groups.
It was assumed that the subject population follows a normal distribution
of frequencies.
Scope and Limitations
The scope of this research focuses on learning principles and learner's
perception of skills development in problem solving, decision making, team
work, creativity and leadership in hospitality management.
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This research applies what Wolfe (1985) defines as "Contingency
Approach", in which different "gaming
situations"
(or treatments) will be tested.
According to Wolfe several different variables intervene in a gaming situation:
the game structure, instructor's expertise, game environment, student
background, duration, pacing and attitudes, among others.
The main limitations of the proposed research are defined by the terms of
the Hotel Management Game's Copyright-license document. Enhancement
and modifications to the original version were made only on the game's
"form"




Hospitality Education, simulation, gaming and instructional design,
games used in hospitality education, and research and instrument design for
simulations are discussed in this section.
Hospitality Education and Experiential Learning
Evolution of Hospitality
Education.- Since the inception of the first
hospitality program more than one century ago, this discipline has been subject
to a long evolution. Hospitality Education was first conceived as a program for
training manpower for the needs of the food and lodging businesses. During
this early stage, several
"hands-on-experience"
courses and schools appeared
all over the country, (ie. cooking and waiting schools). During the next stage of
its evolution, Hospitality Programs could be found as part of traditional
academic college units such as business education or home economics
(Pavesic, 1991). Current trends seem to favor a recognition of Hospitality
Education as an independent discipline:
"Hospitality administration continues to evolve as a discipline and needs
more freedom to organize and structure its curriculum. The percentage of
hospitality programs located in colleges of business has been steadily
declining over the past several years. In 1987, 30% of the programs were
in colleges of business. Today, the percentage has dropped to 24.5%.
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Programs located in colleges other than business, i.e. home economics,
public/urban affairs, human/professional services, etc. account for 57% of
all hospitality programs nationwide and have been increasing every
year."
(Pizam and Milman, 1988).
Theoretical versus Experiential Learning.- The field's evolution has lead
to different debates and controversies over whether hospitality education
should stress specific skills training or a broader, more general and theoretical




areas (Pavesic, 1991). The idea that Hotel and
food service management education has traditionally been a vocationally
oriented field of study is not new. Currently much of what is taught by the
colleges and universities is directly related to what the student, as a future
employee, will encounter in the
workplace"
(Dennington, 1989). Wayne Quinton.
(1988) says that the inference in the debate is that one party is seeking theory
while the other is seeking low level training programs which do not merit
college credit. Pavesic concludes in his study that hospitality programs of the
future must be built upon a sound academic foundation. However, in order to
remain cognizant of the voice of the industry, these programs of the future
should also provide the student with solid skills in certain areas. "True, industry
should not dominate educational programs. Equally true, educational
institutions should not dominate educational
programs."
(Quinton, 1988).
Program Outcome.- Extensive research has been conducted to describe
the process for assessing program quality through competency-based testing.
Researchers have tried to identify general outcomes of learning as well as
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specific outcomes required by the hospitality industry to its graduates.
According to Grondlund (1983), most learning outcomes fit into four categories:
knowledge, intellectual abilities and skills, general skills and attitudes, interests,
and appreciations. Jonker and Jonker (1990) identified the most important skills
required for a hospitality graduate. According to them, these are: knowledge of
management principles, leadership, motivation, conflict resolution,
performance evaluation and guest service. Kathleen Iverson in her 1989 article
"Bringing Guest Service Into the
Classroom"
states the importance of Guest
Service in Hospitality Education, and regrets that "few programs address what
many believe is the most important job dimension in our industry: guest
service."
Bareham and Jones (1988) suggest that many existing hospitality
management courses are strongly based on business administration principles
and a manufacturing operations approach. They believe that this current
orientation must change in order tomeetthe needs of the service industries.
These authors base their research on the studies of the jobs of managers in the
hospitality industry, which demonstrate the importance of the personnel and
customer relations function and the development of effective management skill.
Instructional Techniques.- Many different instructional devices and
designs have been identified to meet the needs of the new hospitality
professional. Most of them stress the need of learning methods based on the
ideas of "theater": Simulations (which will be studied in detail in this chapter),
role play, drama, debates and practical exercises, in order to create a more
holistic view of hospitality service provision, and field, work-related experiences
or co-operative education programs. The effective development of the skills
needed by hospitality students has encouraged a different approach with an
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emphasis on theater and the ability to develop appropriate ways of encouraging
flexible reaction to staff and customers. (Bareham and Jones, 1988). According
to these authors both the personal qualities and interpersonal skills of the
hospitality manager have always been recognized as an intrinsic part of
successful and effective performance in this industry. They propose the creation
of a Personal Skills course component whose syllabus would comprise the
following topic areas: operational analysis; on-the-job training skills; managing
meetings; negotiating skills; managing the service encounter; approaches to
social skill training; managing change; and managing innovation and creativity.
All of these contents are in many ways similar to the objectives of simulations
and games. Several authors agree with the idea of implementing Experiential
Education programs (or Cooperative -Co op- Education) which would help the
field of Hospitality Education by providing the student with hands-on-experience
learning, and a real view of the industry.,Pauze, Johnson and Miller (1989) say
that these Experiential Education programs must be "a balanced triangular
commitment from the university, the industry and the
student."
These authors
also identify the basic components of the model: quality commitment, structural
congruence with the program mission statement, competency based
experiences, grading and evaluation mechanisms. Practitioners of the
hospitality industry also asses the importance of experiential learning. Quinton,
(1988) in his article "Responding to Hospitality Education Needs", identified the
ingredients for a "Five Star
Program"
which are: General education, business
education, industry education, field experiences and quality students. He
emphasizes the importance of field experience and defines it as "A practical
experience background with opportunities to discover the day-to-day- real world
of work in the industry including directed training and education in most
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departments of the industry, with special emphasis on selected areas of
concentration for career placement, evaluation of attitude and performance, and
evaluation of industry by
students."
Case Studies are also teaching techniques recommended for Hospitality
Education to recreate real world situations. Philip Wright (1988) says that the
use of case incidents has been found to be an effective tool for teaching
business concepts to senior hospitality students. With proper classroom
management, he says, the case incident can be useful in two ways -as an
introduction to a specific topic or theme and as a "real
world"
example to
illustrate previously presented material. According to him, case incidents are
"an ideal vehicle for developing the group work and presentation skills
necessary for longer, more detailed
analysis."
Spizigen and Hart (1986)
state that the "case teaching method has been in favor for many years. It is an
extremely useful technique for teaching business policy and other subjects





and Lockwood (1989) in the University of Surrey, England have put together a
computerized case study shell that presents material to students structured as a
series of frames, which include decision making processes to be solved with
the aid of spreadsheets or tutorial advice in the form of expert systems. This
sophisticated instructional device known as the "Computerized Case Study
Shell", is based on the idea that:
"In a management school, faculty may spend a great deal of time in the
early stages of a degree program communicating a hidden model of the
world to their students. This model is useful for structured teaching and is
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reassuring to students. Basically it proposes that the world is an orderly
place and that a logical assembly of facts associated with an application
of technique, will resolve problems in an efficient way. it is a rule-based,
reductionist approach which is designed to equip students with a set of
tools for solving
problems."
The first case study developed for the shell concerned the proposed take
over of a London Docklands hotel by a rapidly expanding French hotel chain.
Other authors call for "Computer integration in hotel and food service
management
education"
(Dennington, 1989). Lloyd J. Dennington of the
Department of Education of Purdue University, conducted a study using the 108
affiliated institutions of the Council on Restaurant, Hotel, and Institutional
Education in the United-States to determineeomputer usage in hotel and, food
service management education. The major results of the study indicated that the
respondents required computer usage in 34% of the undergraduate core
courses and in 48% of the graduate core courses. Computer-assisted
instruction (Jaffe, 1989), and computer-assisted drafting and design systems
(Lambert, 1989) have been found to be viable instructional tools for
professional education in hospitality education.
Simulation and Gaming
Concept.- Defining simulation and games has been a common concern
among different authors and researchers in education and instructional design.
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James Mc Kenney (1962) of the University of Harvard, defined the word game
as a "competitive mental activity wherein opponents compete through the
development and implementation of an economic
strategy."
Carlson and
Misshauk (1972) say that gaming is "a teaching vehicle or technique that
makes use of situations specifically designed to represent the actual
environmental conditions in the business
world."
On the other hand,
Foucar-
Szocki (1989) defines business simulation as "a role play where the
participant's performance resembles an actual situation or skill and where the
outcome of the simulation is dependent upon the performance of the participant.
Simply stated, the participant is placed in the role of a decision-maker and,
based on the decisions made, certain results
occur."
Evolution.- 1956 seems to be the origin of the field of educational
simulations and games. In that year the Management Science Research Project
at UCLA developed a simulation model to investigate certain logistics problems.
(McKenney, 1967). During the same year the "American Management
Association developed the first practical business
game..."
(Miles, Biggs and
Schubert, 1986). By 1973 the field's major source book described 209 business
games and by 1980, Horn and Cleaves listed 228 games. (Wolfe, 1985). In the
area of research and development, two research outlets, ABSEL and
Simulation & Games, have been actively publishing research since the early
1970's. (Butler, Markulis and Strang, 1988). According to these authors, these
two outlets show the evolution of the academic discipline of Simulation and
Gaming:
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"This process consists of a series of stages whereby new knowledge,
frequently in the form of data and/or theories, are added to the discipline
in an incremental fashion. Furthermore, each stage often has certain
distinguishing characteristics. For example, the initial stage is usually
characterized by a high level of enthusiasm for the field as well as a high
degree of expectations with respect to how the field can contribute to
human advancement... Research in the second stage is characterized by
an emphasis on heavy and rigorous research techniques and
methodologies. Along with this research emphasis one frequently finds
that researchers are almost entirely preoccupied with particular, quite
narrow, aspects of the general field... The third stage is characterized by
more attention to theory building and paradigm construction... there is a
call for researchers and scholars to coalesce empirical studies into a
holistic framework from which a broader, more definite theory can be
established"
(Butler, Markulis and Strang, 1988).
Different types of simulations.- J. Barton Cunningham (1984) says in this
respect that there is no generally accepted taxonomy of simulations. In his work
"Assumptions Underlying the use of Different Types of Simulations", this author
classifies the different types of simulations as:
1. Experimental Simulations, which include laboratory experiments and
game theoretical experiments or experimental games applied to competition
and bargaining ;
2. Predictive simulation, that comprises mathematical games, machine
games, board and bookkeeping games and heuristic exercises;
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3. Evaluative simulations, that include Incident simulations and In-basket
simulations which asses an individual's ability to respond to situations that
would normally occur during the job; and,
4. Educational simulations, which includes Role playing simulation,
structural experiences and Gaming Simulations. Gaming Simulations are the
object of our research and have been defined the type of simulation that
replicates real life but has
"gamed"
decision elements provoking interaction and
thought. This particular type of simulations focuses on transferring theory and
knowledge. (Cunningham, 1984).
Components and Characteristics of Simulation Games.- Different
researchers have tried to identify the basic components and characteristics of a
simulation game. McKenney says that its three basic components are a model,
that represents an abstraction. of arLeconomic environment,- the simulation,
which is the set of rules for the manipulation of the model, and finally the game,
which governs the activity of the participants in relation to the simulation.
To establish the criterion used to estimate the merits of a given model,
P.J. Tansey quotes the work Abt Associates (1965), that enumerates them:
"1 . Validity. How truly representative of the real life situation is the model?
2. Coverage. How much of what is important in the real life situation is
present in the model?
3. Comprehensibility. How easy is the model to understand and
conversely how easily are the significant processes which have been
modeled understood from the model?
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4. Experiential Utility. How useful is the model in permitting the
experimental manipulation of the real life processes in order that they
may be investigated in changing conditions and under differing
circumstances?
5. Applicability, is the model significant in so far as it assists in the
understanding and possibly in the control of the real life conditions that
are depicted by
it?."
P. J. Tansey (1969) identifies also the three characteristics to describe
any simulated process : "1 . the degree of competition, 2. the degree of structure,
3. the degree of participation".
Learning Outcome.- One issue that has been addressed by numerous
researchers is if simulation?
reaHyieach,-
and if they do, what type of learning
process takes place and what type of outcome may be expected. Miles, Biggs
and Schubert (1986) found that comparative studies have generated
inconclusive and contradictory findings: "Some of the studies have found
simulations to be superior to other forms of pedagogy whereas other studies
have found the reverse to be true; still other studies have found no differences
among the varying
pedagogies."
However most of the research papers
reviewed seem to agree that simulations are very efficient educational devices
and some of these studies stated that for some objectives management
simulations have a unique advantage over traditional methods of instruction.
(Roberts and Field, 1975). These authors cite the work of Cohen and Rhenman
(1961) which while cautioning the reader about the lack of objective evidence,
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stated a number of educational concepts possibly obtainable through business
gaming. In 1968 Abt identified three different types of learning which are often
present in a simulation:
"1 . Learning the facts, expressed in the game context and dynamics (by
facts are meant not only facts, concepts and generalizations but skills),
2. Learning the process simulated by the game,
3. Learning the relative costs and benefits, risks and potential rewards of
alternative strategies of decision
making."
On the other hand, in 1973 Greenlaw and Wyman reached very
pessimistic conclusions about the effectiveness of educational simulations and
games. These authors, after reviewing 22 fairly rigorous studies concluded that
"little was unequivocally known about what business games taught, if anything
at all". Rowland and Gardner in 1973, also took a very pessimistic view of the
value of gaming for education. They concluded that favorable student reception
is the only justification for computer-based business games. "However, at the
1974 meeting of the Association for Business Simulation and Experiential
Learning Byrne and Wolfe reported greater learning in a simulation class. At the
same meeting, Fritzsche reported that a game centered course committed more
information to student memory, and Goosen reported his subjective feelings
about increased student knowledge through
gaming."
(Roberts and Field,
1975). Glenn, Gregg and Tipple (1982) agree that simulations and role-play
activities are excellent vehicles for involving students in problem-solving
experiences. In that same study, they quoted the work of Van Siclkle in 1978,
which suggests that if specific skills are to be taught using a simulation or
role-
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playing activity, students must "1. learn basic concepts prior to play, 2.
demonstrate their knowledge of the concepts, and 3. receive feedback during
play about how well they are using the
model."
They conclude that simply
participating in a role-play activity or simulation is not enough to change a
student's method of analyzing a problem.
Advantages of simulations and games to develop problem analysis and
decision making
skills.- Glenn, Gregg and Tipple (1982) conclude that research
findings have still to substantiate the claims of the advocates of simulation and
role-play activities who suggest that students may learn specific decision
making skills by participating in these activities. The findings of their study
suggest that a role-play activity without explicitly teaching students how to use
the decision-making model is not the most effective strategy. They also say that
when properly used, these.type, of^activities^may not only stimulate student
interest, but may also involve student active learning situation that may teach
them specific problem analysis and decision making skills. Affisco and Chanin
(1990) proposed two models of group decision making that integrate
mathematical and behavioral concepts. In their work they also explore the need
to develop and test realistic models of managerial decision processes in the
form of simulations and games. Simulations and games seem to be a very
interesting vehicle not only to develop decision making skills in participants, but
also to explore managerial decision making processes. Prohaska and Frank
(1990) suggest that management researchers might use total enterprise
simulations as a controlled research setting for studying management decision
making.
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Importance of group cohesiveness. team building and goal
settino.-
According to Jaffe and Nebenzahl (1990) of the Bar-llan University in Israel,
"past research has shown that team cohesiveness is positively associated with
performance in business
games."
In their study they investigated if
cohesiveness was more important during the team formation at an early stage
of the game, throughout the game or toward the end. Results showed that teams
which were more cohesive than task oriented at an early stage were more
successful. Fand, Richardson and Conner (1990) say that simulations used in
business policy courses "are not instructed as to how a group can learn to work
together effectively and capture group
synergy."
They defined group
cohesiveness in terms of the attraction, satisfaction and the desire to remain
together expressed by individual members. They also suggest that a strong
relationship between cohesiveness, productivity and group functioning has
already been found in. previous research.^These authors also explored the
effect of goal setting on team experience while competing in a computerized
business simulation. Their findings demonstrated that "teams receiving a
goal-
setting intervention exhibited higher levels of cohesiveness and perceived
success, while expressing reduced levels of conflict, than control
teams."
Profits. Planning and Forecasting in Business Games.- An important
issue in simulations and gaming is the importance of profits and forecasting in
gaming. Richard Teach (1990) of the Georgia Institute of Technology found that
"the profits generated during the course of play by companies in a business
simulation have been used as a surrogate measure of the managerial ability of
team
members."
He says that other measures of managerial ability could be
gained by measuring and analyzing errors in forecasting, and concludes that
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this type of measurement would improve the quality and realism of decision
making in business simulations.
Contingency Approach.- The idea of investigating the environmental
conditions in which learning occurs in business games has been an important
issue in simulations and gaming theory. Bredemeier and Greenblat (1981)
acknowledged the fact that in many complex ways a given game is not the
same experience for every participant. These authors cited the work of
Greenblat and Gagnon, who in 1979 talked about the multiple realities possible
in games. They say that "what anyone learns from any experience depends on
a host of circumstances: what the person is looking for; the detailed shape of the
experience; the nature of the person; opportunities to practice; similarities of that
experience to other experiences; the intrinsic pleasantness/unpleasantness of
the
experience."
The concept of contingency approach was also recognized by
Wolfe (1985). In his work he stated that "rather than simply testing if games
teach, the field should adopt a contingency approach. Research must attempt to
understand the environmental conditions and factors that make games more or
less
effective."
In the same research paper, Wolfe summarized the effectiveness
elements of simulations:
1. Game design characteristics: single function versus functionally
integrative, complexity, algorithm validity and random events.
2. Administration characteristics: Starting position, team size, team
selection, team accountability, duration, pacing, trial or practice runs, debriefing,
within-course placement, and learning objectives.
3. Player and group characteristics: motivation, aptitude and
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achievement, attitude, cognitive style, participation, decision-making method,
team structure.
4. Administrator characteristics: Game experience and involvement,
motivation, and subject matter familiarity.
The Roles of the Teacher and the Student.- Different authors argue that
very few articles focus on student attitudes and reactions about business
games. Remus and Jenner (1981) say that "although the literature on gaming
is quite extensive, only a few articles focus on student
attitudes."
Roberts and
Field (1975) reached the same conclusion in their study: "studies do not...
examine student opinion about business
gaming."
In their research paper
Roberts and Field examined the opinion of 84 students who had played a
management game. They found that student opinion was overwhelmingly
positive toward the ^simulation in relation_to other traditional methods of
education. Remus and Jenner (1981) found that
students'
expectations for
business games may often differ from the realities they experience in the game
and it appeared that students brought to the game a set of high educational
expectations. Miles, Biggs and Schubert (1986) believed that student
perceptions were a valid way to collect comparative data on learning, specially
in a business policy course. On the other hand Thatcher (1986) pointed out that
the teacher is a manager of learning resources, with the role of facilitator and
organizer. His findings are shown in this excerpt:
"Once the resources have been created and the students introduced to
them, the teacher has no control over the speed at which the resources
are used, nor over the order in which the student will move through them.
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It is up to the teacher to assist the flow or dynamic of the game or
simulation, to facilitate the debriefing, and thus to promote discussion
and reflection, in other words, to enable the resources to be used as
effectively as
possible."
Linda Costigan Lederman (1984) studied the relationships between
students and teachers in "the experience-based classroom". She found that
change in the communication paradigm in this type of experience also affects
the relationship between teachers and students. Table number 1 contrasts the
role of the teacher in the experiential classroom and that of the traditional
teacher.
Importance of debriefing.- The importance of debriefing in the
experience-based learning has-been -assessed. by different researchers. In
1984, Lederman published the article: "Debriefing, A critical reexamination of
the post-experience analytic process with implications for its effective use". She
discusses in her article the post-experience analytic process and offers a
conceptual framework to examine the roles taken by students and teachers.
She concludes that the power of simulations and games lies to some extent in
the success of the debriefing session. Thatcher (1990) discussed the
importance of debriefing and defines it as "the process by which the experience
of game/simulation is examined, discussed and turned into learning". He also
points out the importance of reflection in the debriefing session and identifies
the stages in the debriefing process. According to him these stages are:
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TABLE 1
The Role of the Teacher in the Traditional and Experience-Based Classroom
TRADITIONAL CLASSROOM EXPERIENCE-BASED CLASSROOM









2. Instructor demonstrates expertice. . 2. Instructor demonstrate expertice by:
by:
Selecting and providing meaningful
Providing right Answers experiences
Asking the right questions





(Adapted from Linda Costigan Lederman, 1984)
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1. Identifying the impact of the experience on each individual,
2. Identifying and considering the processes which were developed in
the simulation,
3. Clarifying the facts, concepts, and principles which were used in or
related to the simulation,
4. Identifying the ways in which emotion was involved in or figured in the
simulation for each individual and for the group as a whole,
5. Identifying the different views which each of the participants formed of
the nature of the processes and the experience.
Simulations and games in hospitality education
Although literature on simulation and games is quite extensive, very few
research papers have been-written about ^simulations and games for the
hospitality industry. On the other hand, only a handful of simulations have been
developed for service organizations . In 1984 Hamidi-Noori wrote her article
"Scheduling a high contact service organization, a simulation study", which
discussed the main principles governing the development and implementation
of a simulation game featuring a health care facility.
Very few hospitality programs have taken advantage of simulation and
games and have incorporated this type of teaching techniques to their
curricula. In his 1989 survey Lloyd J. Dennington of the Department of
Education of Purdue University found that 5 different gaming computer
applications were being used in 11 different hospitality programs in the US.
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Among the packages reported, CHASE (Cornell Hotel Administration
Simulation Exercise) and CRASE (Cornell Restaurant Administration
Simulation Exercise) were the most popular. They were cited by six different
respondents each one. The other 3 packages used were only mentioned by
one respondent each (Dennington, 1989). The CHASE simulation game was
designed in 1968 by Dr. Robert M. Chase of Cornell University. This game is a
computer based simulation that offers the participant the opportunity to explore
the factors that affect hotel sales and profits while making different pricing,
marketing, operations and finance decisions and its parameters were designed
to reward and penalize strategic positioning of a hotel concept within a
competitive marketplace. According to Zuckerman and Horn's Guide to
Simulations/Games for education and
training"
(1973) its purpose is to develop
awareness of functional decision areas in a hotel property as well as to
understand manageriaLeconomics of hoteLbusiness. This guide mentions that
Chase's main characteristics are: "Competitive, deterministic, free form role
play, quantitative outcomes, team play, play involves decision making and
strategic thinking, [it involves] top and middle
management..."
(Zuckerman and
Horn, 1973). CRASE is another simulation exercise developed by Dr. Chase,
which focuses on "corporate entities involved in food service and competition
with other
firms"
and its main purpose is the "integration of major functional
areas into a single
strategy."
(Zuckerman and Horn, 1973).
Another simulation used in hospitality education is the one known as
"The Restaurant Simulation", which has been used for years at Michigan State.
According to Foucar-Szocki (1989) "in considering the validity of the simulation
as a teaching too, end-of-the-term evaluations have been kept since 1978. The
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restaurant simulation has scored an overall 4.86 on a 5.0 scale ... in teaching
management decision
making."
The researcher only heard of one more simulation game exercise used
in hotel management courses. This game was developed by Domenic Sculli
and Wing Cheong Ng who belong to the Department of Industrial Engineering
of the University of Hong Kong. In their 1985 paper "Designing business games
for the service industries". These two researchers present a conceptual
framework for the design of business games in which the output is in the form of
a service. The framework is presented as three separate systems, the physical,
the financial and the external environment. Emphasis is placed on the physical
system which is interpreted as a series of related work-units. The work-unit
concept is intended to help game designers with a problem of determining the
resources required-for a given output requirements plan. They used the hotel
management game developed by them to illustrate the discussion presented in
their paper.
Research Design and Instrumentation in Simulation/Games.
Literature on Research Design and Instrumentation in experiential
learning (and specifically in simulation/gaming) is rather scarce. Butler, Markulis
and Strang (1988) stated that research designs in simulation and gaming "can
be broadly grouped into three classes along a continuum of the amount of
control over sources of invalidity present in the
study."
They quoted the work of
Campbell and Stanley who in 1966 said that the three broad classes of
research designs are pre-experimental designs, quasi-experimental designs,
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and experimental designs. Then they defined each type of research designs in
the following terms:
"Pre-experimental designs include those (1) lacking randomization (of
subjects and/or treatments), (2) generally lacking experimental control of
the treatment variable; and (3) frequently lacking an explicit comparison
group. Such studies represent very weak designs in that little in the way
of controls for alternative explanations have been established...
Quasi-experimental designs are those in which the researchers have
established some controls that allow them to rule out many threats to
validity. However, most of these designs are also marked by a lack of
randomization...
Experimental research designs are characterized by (1) experimenter
control (and manipulation) of variables and observation of results, (2)
equalizing groups through randomization of the subjects prior to
treatment, and (3) comparison of groups that experienced the effect of
and independent variable with groups that were equal to the treatment
groups in all other respects. Experimental designs, to a greater extent
than other designs, offer safeguards against problems of internal
validity."
(Butler, Markulis and Strang. 1988).
William E. Remus (1981), explains the problems that the lack of a good
experimental design could bring about, and concludes that "even the most
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sophisticated methods cannot remove the effects of a lack of experimental
control". He provides some practical advises on how to avoid non-relevant
factors of variance that could bias the research results.
Other major subject of this research is instrumentation for simulation and
gaming. Past studies suggest that three major methods have been developed to
measure instructional effectiveness of this instructional technique. The first trend
is to measure the instructional effectiveness of simulations and games through
the application of a competency based test. They test if the model which is
intended to be taught through the game is later applied in a similar context.
Glenn, Gregg and Tipple (1982) used this type of instrumentation to measure
decision-making skills acquisition in a given simulation. In this study
researchers presented participants with a problem, and a set of choices related
to the issue. The choices paralleled those. used in the problem-solving model
included in the role-play activity, however the test used a free-choice model that
allowed students to select their own particular sequence of solving the problem.
The second method to measure the effectiveness of a simulation
technique is through the use of student evaluations of instructional quality.
Marsh, Fleiner and Thomas (1975) studied the convenience of using this type of
data. "Proponents contend that students, as consumers of instruction, are best
qualified to evaluate the product being offered, while opponents contend that
student evaluations reflect popularity and other factors unrelated to teaching
excellence". These authors concluded that students evaluations are valid
measures of instructional quality and provide useful feedback to the instructor.
This type of evaluation seems to be the one used the most by researchers.
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Schermerhom, Sekaran and Ramaprasad (1985) found that literature on
instructional feedback focuses primary attention on student evaluations, and
related administrative issues. Student evaluations of instructional quality has
been used to measure the overall effectiveness of the simulation/gaming
technique as compared to other teaching techniques (Miles, Biggs and
Schubert, 1986). These questionnaires have also been used to measure
Cohesiveness and Task Orientation (Jaffe and Nebenza, 1990), conflict,
perceived team success (Fandt, Richardson and Conner, 1990) and change in
student attitudes (Remus and Jenner, 1981), among others.
The third method to measure instructional effectiveness of a simulation
technique is using the criterion reference performance, which is the team
performance rank, in the form of profits, portfolio value, midgame or final
corporate reports (Fandt, Richardson and Conner, 1990), or any other
non-





This chapter includes an explanation of the type of research design , a
description of the population of the study and the sampling techniques , an
analysis of the instrument and a description of the data analysis procedures.
Research Design
The research method used in this study was a 'True Experimental
Research"
. It fulfilled all three requisites mentioned by Butler, Markulis and
Strang, (1988) to safeguard the research against problems of internal validity:
1 . Experimenters controlled variables and observation of results,
2. Groups were equalized through randomization of the subjects prior to
treatment, and
3. Comparisons were made of groups that experienced the effect of an
independent variable (game mechanics or different treatment) but were equal to
each other in all other respects.
Game administration characteristics were controlled in order to
guarantee its similarity in both groups. They include:
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1. Team size: An equal number of participants (seventeen) were
assigned to each group (A and B). All teams (hotels) in the game had the same
roles and number of participants each (four).
2. Duration: Both treatments of the game were played over two days in
sessions of two (2) hours each. Table 2 shows the time frame of the subject
gaming experience.
3. Class setting: The two groups had their training and debriefing,
sessions and played the rounds of the game in a similar environment. Most of
the experience was conducted in a large restaurant-like room which was
divided in two by a room divider which isolated each group from one another.
Contact between members of the two different groups was avoided while
playing the game. Both rooms were equally furnished but one part of the room
happened to be bigger and better illuminated than the other. Treatment B group
was assigned to the bigger ;and better iHuminated room because of the bigger
amount of written material this group had to employ.
4. Facilitators: All four facilitators had a good understanding of the game
mechanics and had previous experience administering the game. Three of
them had conducted previous studies of the Hotel Management game. In order
to guarantee similarity in the grading system, only two out of the four facilitators
were allowed to grade the event results. These two facilitators were both faculty
in the School of Food, Hotel and Travel Management, and had put together a
grading criteria for each event. These two grading facilitators rotated from group
A to group B and vice-versa, so that participants were given the chance to have








































Debriefing 1 hour 1 hour
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Population and Sample
Thirty four students of the "Hotel
Operations"
course (Winter Quarter
1992), where randomly assigned (with the use of a random digits generator) to
two groups of eighteen (17) participants each (treatment A and treatment B, or
Chains Harriet and Lariat, respectively).
The course of Hotel Operations is an introductory class to the Hotel
Management curriculum. Since the game was a class activity no incentive was
required to attract participant students. The course instructor viewed the game
strictly as a supplementary educational experience, therefore participation in
the game and subsequent performance would not be used in calculating the
final grade for the course.
The experiment employed one Regional Vice-Presidents per group,
totaling two (2) Regional Vice-Presidents for the whole experience. Each chain
had four (4) hotels ruled by a General Manager each (eight for the whole
experiment).
Roles were assigned based on the course instructor judgment,
participants GPA, PFOS, and experience in hotel management. Data on
participants'
experience in hotel management and previous exposure to
simulations techniques was collected through a questionnaire administered
before role assignments were made. General Managers and Discipline
Managers were randomly assigned to a team (or hotel) through the use of the
mentioned random digits generator. Student data confidentiality and participant
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anonymity was maintained. Table 3 shows the final team composition. Field
experience was not considered in this table because the instrument showed
that none of the participants had relevant experience in hotel management.
Instrument Design
Six different instruments were applied in this research and were
administered in the form of the following questionnaires (See appendix
"A"
):
1. The first questionnaire was designed to identify participants
experience in hotel management and operations, and previous exposure to
simulation/gaming techniques. It was administered before role assignments
were made.
2. The second questionnaire is called "Hotel Management
simulation/game
evaluation"
and was designed to measure
participants'
perception of skills acquisition through fourteen (14) questions (Plummer,
1990). Four types of data are collected through this instrument:
a) Original developer's stated educational objectives (questions 1
through 5);
b) Usefulness of the technique to develop problem solving and
team work skills (questions 6,7,8,9,11);
c) Perceived usefulness of the technique to visualize and
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d) Overall perceived value of the experience (questions 13 and
14).




This instrument has been used to evaluate
participants'
perception of
skills acquisition since the inception of the simulation technique in the Hotel
Management curriculum at the Rochester Institute of Technology, and has been
used to collect data reported in previous studies (Stockham, Crumb and
Plummer, 1991), therefore the researcher assumes its validity and reliability.
3. The third questionnaire is called "The Hotel Management Game,
Evaluation of its Mechanics", and was designed by the researcher to be
implemented in the present study. It comprises five questions regarding the
degree of comprehension of the game's mechanics by its participants along the
practice session, and during the rounds of the game. This instrument also
includes one question about how participants enjoyed playing the game (fun).
The researcher assumes its validity.
4. The fourth questionnaire was designed to measure team effectiveness.
This instrument was adapted from Fandt, Richardson, and Conner (1990), who
had previously "adapted [it] from Seashore's (1954) Group Cohesiveness





this case scores were given in a Lickert scale form.
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5. The fifth questionnaire is designed to measure willingness to give and
receive feed-back. It was also designed by Charles Plummer (1992), and
comprises four questions.
6. Demographic data questionnaire.
Questionnaires two, three, four and five had to be answered according to
a Likert scale (Strongly Agree, Agree, Neutral, Disagree, Strongly Disagree)
and were administered after the debriefing session took place.
Data Analysis
The following cumulative measures were established as the main
variables of the study:
1.
"Mechanics"
(independent variable). Averaged the first five (5)
questions of the questionnaire "The Hotel Management Game: Evaluation of
Mechanics",
2. "Participant Perception of Skills
Acquisition"
(PPSA). Dependent
variable that is calculated by averaging all fourteen (14) questions of the
questionnaire "Hotel Management Simulation/Game Evaluation",
3.
'Team-work"
(Dependent variable). Calculated through the average of




(Dependent variable), averaged all four (4) question of
the instrument called "Giving and Receiving Feedback".
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Only the dependent variable "Fun", or general pleasantness of the
experience, was studied from the result of only one question (number 6 of the
instrument "Hotel Management/Game: Evaluation of Mechanics.")
Once all relevant data was collected, it was analyzed with the help of a
SPSS program designed to:
1 . Compute the cumulative measures,
2. Provide frequencies variables per question, and cumulative measure.
4. Perform T-Tests for independent samples (pooled variables) to prove
the difference of the means of all variables in group A and B, and the
cumulative measures. The test was one tailed test and significance level for
was established at a = 0.05 and 0.01.
3. Calculate Pearson's
'Correlation'
Coefficient- among the variables
PPSA
(Participants'
Perception ot Skills Acquisition) , Mechanics, Team-work,
Fun, and Willingness to give/receive feed-back, in order to study if any
significant relationship is found between any two of them, which might explain




This chapter presents the results of the T-test and discussion on the
hypotheses, criterion reference performance (team scores), results of the tests
of correlation among the study's cumulative measures, general results on the
questionnaires, and facilitator's evaluation of the groups.
In order to accept the hypothesis that the new version of the Hotel
Management Game (treatment B) is a better or more powerful instructional
technique than the original version (treatment A) to provide learners with a
better understanding of the hotel business, to develop their skills in
problem-
analysis/decision making and team building, and to enjoy the gaming
experience at the same time,
treatment^B"
had to receive better scores in all
five different data categories or cumulative measures (PPSA, Mechanics, Fun,
Team-work and Feedback). However, on this ocassion this experiment fails to
support the original hypotheses, (see table 4).
On the other hand, very interesting results were derived from this study.
Table 5 shows the results of T-tests for each individual question contained in
questionnaire 2 (Hotel Management Simulation/Game Evaluate). It shows that
the new version of the game (Treatment "B") was perceived by learners only as
a more effective way to impress them with
how hotel managers in a chain
need to be well coordinated and jointly cooperative, while maintaining
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On the other hand, this table shows that the original version (Treatment "A") was
perceived by learners as a more efficient teaching technique in two (2) different
questions related to perceived skills acquisition:
1. Awareness of the difficulties involved in trying to improve occupancy,
rate, profit, and guest satisfaction at the same time. (Significance level= .047).
2. Participants in treatment
"A"
believed that The Hotel Management
Simulation/Game was very relevant to their course of study and professional
development. (Significance level= .039).
Though no statistically significant difference at 0.05 was found, the
following trends were identified:
1 . Treatment
"B"
seems to be favored in the following questions:
a) Students perception of creation of new ideas to improve
management of a hotel or hotel chain (question 9). This result was significant at
p<0.057.
b) The degree in which students believed they persuaded others
to consider a new idea for improving management of a hotel (question 7).
Significance level p<0.073.
c) Understanding of how various components fit together into a
whole hotel system (question 3). This result was significant at p<0.097.
2. Treatment
"A"
was favored at p<0.068 in the following question:
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Table 6, which shows the results of the T-test for individual questions
about game mechanics and fun, supports the hypothesis that students believed
that by week five (end of the game) group A needed less help from the
facilitators than group B (p<0.0015).





questions on teamwork) shows that there was a statistically significant
difference between groups A and B, in the way members of a team stuck
together when difficulties arose while playing the game. Members of group
"A"
scored better in this team cohesiveness measure (Significance level = .022).
Results shown in table 8 (T-test for individual questions about feedback)
show that no statistically significant difference was found in any of the items that
compounded the instrument "Willingness to give and receive feedback".
All these results suggest that the version that had a smaller degree of
structure (in the form of written instructions and extra hand-out resources) and
was more facilitator dependent (treatment A), was perceived as a superior
technique than the new version to understanding the relationship among the
game main variables (Occupancy, Profits, and Guest Satisfaction), and to
develop more team-building skills (staying together when difficulties arose).
Also game mechanics were easier for them to understand by the end of the
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Table 9 shows teams scores (criterion reference performance). It can be
seen in this table that the game's highest score was obtained by the Appaloosa
Hotel in group
"B"
(181.37), and the overall chain score of group
"B"
(174.35)




also achieved the highest
scores in event impact. However, no statistically significant difference was found
between criterion reference performance of both groups (table 10).
Table 11 (General reaction on the game) suggests that overall, the
subject simulation/game is a very efficient way to teach higher order
educational contents. The average Participant's Perception of Skills Acquisition
for both groups was 3.946. In this general segment, questions related to
problem solving, relationship among Occupancy, Profit and Guest Satisfaction,
received the highest scores. Participants also had a strong perception the
simulation was a worth while learning experience and that this was very
relevant to their course of study. Questions related to the applicability of the
model to real life situations and possible future professional roles, were the
ones that received the lowest scores.
Participants perceived that the greatest strength of the simulation was its
usefulness to develop team-work skills. This was the category that received the
highest and most consistent scores (4.313) . They also felt that during the
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General Results on the Instruments (N=33)
Acquired Skills, Game Mechanics, Fun, Team-Work and
Willingness to Give and Receive Feedback
ITEM MEAN SD
PARTICIPANTS PERCEPTION OF SKILLS
ACQUISITION (PPSA):
1 . 1 was impressed with how hotel managers in 4.273 .517
a chain need to be well coordinated and jointly
cooperative, while maintaining individual
competitive sharpness for their own hotel.
2. 1 feel I understand the importance of 4.636 .549
communication, cooperation, and teamwork in
running a hotel.
3 . I have a better understanding of how various 3.879 .781
components fit together into a whole hotel system.
4. 1 am more aware of the difficufties involved in
--
4.152 .712
trying to improve occupancy rate, profit, and guest
satisfaction at the same time.
5. I have learned something of value which I believe 3.697 .770
can help enhance managing a real hotel.
6. I explored and applied relevant techniques, 3.667 .777
behaviors and strategies for managing a hotel.
7 . I persuaded others to consider a new idea for 3.727 .801
improving management of a hotel.
8. I started others thinking about agreeing on a 3.909 .723
strategy to achieve our objectives.
9 . 1 created new ideas to improve management of 3.545 .938
a hotel or hotel chain.
10. 1 explored a possible future professional role. 3.667 .777
11.1 engaged in problem solving of certain events 4.212
.781
that might actually happen in the future.
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TABLE 11
General Results on the Instruments (N=33)
Acquired Skills, Game Mechanics, Fun, Team-Work and
Willingness to Give and Receive Feedback
ITEM MEAN SD
1 2. I clarified my values and attitudes about strategies 3.848 .712
and procedures that could produce success
in managing a hotel.
1 3. Participating in simulation games is a worth-while 4.030 .810
learning experience.
1 4. This was very relevant to my course study and 4.000 .791
professional development.
AVERAGE PPSA 3.946 .355
MECHANICS:
"^~
1 . 1 experienced few problems understanding the 3.333 1 .1 64
responsibilities of my role.
2. Instructions to fill out thDecision Accounting Forms 2.939 1 .029
(Paper Work) were clear and easy to understand.
3. Even though the rules of the game for week 1 were 2.636 1.025
new for me, I understood them well enoughto get
started by myself.
4. By week 5, very little help was needed from the 4.485
.712
instructors to understand the game's procedures.
5. Overall I believe that the instructions were provided 3.182 .950
in a clear, articulate way.
AVERAGE MECHANICS 3.315 .680
FUN:









General Results on the Instruments (N=33)
Acquired Skills, Game Mechanics, Fun, Team-Work and
Willingness to Give and Receive Feedback
ITEM MEAN SD
TEAMWORK:
1 . 1 believe I acted as part of a team.
2. 1 always wanted to stay in the same team during
the play of the game.
3 . 1 believe that my team member got along well.
4. I think the members of my team stuck together while
solving the events.
5. 1 think the members of my team stucktogether when 4.273 .761
difficulties arose while playing the game.
~
6. 1 think team members assisted each other when we 4.212 .927
experienced problems.
AVERAGE TEAM-WORK 4.313 .592
WILLINGNESS TO GIVE/RECEIVE FEED-BACK:
1. Self. Willingness to receive feed-back.
2. Self. Willingness to give feed-back.
3. Others/My group. Willingness to receive feed-back.








Students reported that the main weaknesses of the whole experience
are the instructions and scoring procedures (Mechanics). This item received an
average grading of 3.315.
Since none of the hypotheses could be supported through this
experiment, and participants still perceived mechanics of both versions as
equally efficient, the researcher studied the relationship among the main
variables to see if the degree of understanding of the game mechanics hinder
in any ways the participants perceived learning outcome. Table 12 (Pearson's
Correlation Indexes among main variables) shows that there is no correlation
between these two variables, but it does show a strong positive correlation
coefficient between the understanding of the game mechanics and the general
pleasantness (fun) of the experience (0.5004). Strong positive correlation
coefficients were also foundbetweeo^thedegree of feedback students are
willing to give and receive, and the perceived learning outcome, and between
their willingness to give/receive feedback and their team building skills.
Facilitators'
observations of the performance of the two groups during the
whole experience are shown in Tables 13 and 14. Facilitators were impressed
by the competitive and cooperative dynamics developed in group A and with
the leadership role assumed by its Regional Vice-president. Group B faced
different problems during the game and failed to develop such competitive and
cooperative dynamics. Its Vice-President did not take a real leadership role.











































































































































































































Evaluation on the Groups












































Evaluation on the Groups















left the job, you are






By the end of week two
facilitators started to
wonder about the effect
of removing the stress
(or pulse factor) from the
game.
-Vice-President acted as











Narrative Table of Facilitators'
Evaluation of the Groups
















-Bronco's Hotel G.M. did
not show up. Eg: Death

























Evaluation of the Groups





5. Leadership role. -Vice-President -Vice-President adopted
maintained a leadership a laissez-faire style.
approach. -"Vice-President was
-Organized meetings to educated by
team-
set goals, educate team
members."
members, and ask for
results.




Participants recommendations, and their impressions of the game's
strengths and weaknesses are shown in table 15. They agree on the main
strengths of the game, which are communication and teamwork. Students also
acknowledged the importance of guest satisfaction in the experience. They





Recommendations and Impressions of the game's
Strengths and Weaknesses




1 . Communication, team work and
cooperation.
2. Guest Satisfaction Index.
3. Realism.
4. Creativity.





4. Give events prior to goal setting.
5. Realism of the whole experience
and of the dice-roll.










1. Communication, team work and
cooperation.
2. Realism.
3. Quality of information given.
Improve:
1 . Instructions.
2. Pacing/ Time frame.
3. Realism of the whole experience
and of the dice roll.
4. Creativity.
5. Amount of paper work and written
forms.
General Comments:







While this experiment failed to accept the original hypothesis that the
new version of the Hotel Management Simulation/Game is a better teaching
technique than the original version to achieve the stated instructional
objectives, the present research shows very interesting findings.
The original version of the game, which has a smaller degree of structure
in the form of written instructions and material, showed to be a more adequate
instructional technique to provide the student with a better understanding of the
relationship between the hotel business main variables: Occupancy, Profit Index
and Guest Satisfaction Index. Instructions given in the original version seemed
to be easier to understand that the new version: At the end of the game
participants in Group A had a better understanding of the game mechanics
than Group B. Students in Group A also developed better group dynamics and it
was proved that they stuck together when difficulties arose better than Group B.
These students also found the technique as a more relevant experience to their
course of study and professional development.
On the other hand the new version of the game showed to be a more
efficient instructional technique to provide the students with a better
understanding of how hotel managers in a chain need to be well coordinated
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and jointly cooperative, while maintaining individual competitive sharpness for
their own hotel. In other words, the general purpose of the simulation seems to
be more clear in group B than in group A.
Correlation analysis showed that there is no relationship between the
Perceived Acquisition of Skills and the game mechanics. This finding must
redirect new improvements of the subject simulation, since it is clear now that
participants understanding of the game mechanics do not affect learning
outcomes, but it does affect the general pleasantness (fun) of the experience.
Overall the game showed to be a good way to develop high order
educational goals, especially the development of teamwork and
problem/analysis and decision making skills.
Recommendations
1. The game mechanics should be improved. It was found that
understanding the instructions and record keeping procedures affects the
general pleasantness of the game. It is recommended to improve only record
keeping and scoring procedures (maybe computerize them), and not to provide
the students with too much paperwork and hand-outs that reportedly
overwhelmed the students. Another potential area of improvement is the
explanation of the dice-roll to make it more realistic, and provide a better
explanation of the real world, (eg. introduce chance-factor cards that explain
why occupancy is affected by unexpected circumstances). This could help
improve
participants'
perception of a real world situation.
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2. Study the influence of leadership in team cohesiveness, pleasantness,
and skills acquisition. This was perhaps one of the most important factors that
produced a difference between the two groups. It would also be interesting to
explore to what extent a less structured game helps students develop their
leadership skills.
3. The new version of the game should be played with graduate students,
who have a better understanding of decision making models and could take
more advantage of the changes introduced in treatment B.
4. Reduce time constraints. The researcher believes that more time for
explanation of the game mechanics is required. It could also enhance the game
results.
5. Changes or improvements to the game mechanics should not remove
the
"pulse"
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School of Food, Hotel and Travel Management
Department of Graduate Studies
SURVEY ON PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE AND
EXPOSURE TO SIMULATION GAMING/TECHNIQUES
LAST NAME:
SOCIAL SECURITY #:
Please read the following questions and check the appropriate space(s)
1 Do you have any kind of experience in the food, hotel or travel industry?
( )Yes
( )No
2.- If you do, what type of experience is that? (Mark all that apply)
( ) Bell hop
( ) Front desk clerk
( ) Housekeeper
( ) Marketing and Sales
( ) Reservations
( ) Human Resources
( ) Hotel Development/Construction
( ) Other (Please Specify).
3.- How long?
) Kitchen assistant






( ) 1-6 Months
( ) 6-12 Months
( ) 1-3 Years
( ) More than 3 years




HOTEL MANAGEMENT SIMULATION/GAME EVALUATION
Copyright 1991 by Charles M. Plummer, Ph.D./Simulation Systems Laboratory
Read each statement and rate it on each criteria using the scale provided
below: Circle the
number that best represents your judgment.
CRITERIA Strongly Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly
Agree Disagree
1 . I was impressed with how hotel
managers in a chain need to be well
coordinated and jointly cooperative,
while maintaining individual competitive
sharpness for their own hotel.
2 . I feel I understand the importance of
communication, cooperation, and
teamwork in running a hotel.
3 . 1 have a better understanding of
how various components fit together
into a whole hotel system.
4 . 1 am more aware of the difficulties
involved in trying to improve occupancy
rate, profit, and guest satisfaction at the
same time.
5 . I have learned something of value
which I believe can help enhance
managing a real hotel.
6. I explored and applied relevant
techniques, behaviors and strategies
for managing a hotel.
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CRITERIA Strongly Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly
Agree Disagree
7. I persuaded others to consider a new 5 4 3 2 1
idea for improving management of a hotel.
8. I started others thinking about agreeing
on a strategy to achieve our objectives.
9 . 1 created new ideas to improve manage
ment of a hotel or hotel chain.
10.1 explored a possible future
professional role.
11.1 engaged in problem solving of certain
events that might actually happen in the
future.
1 2. I clarified my values and attitudes^about .5
strategies and procedures that could produce
success in managing a hotel.
1 3. Participating in simulation games is a
worth-while learning experience.
1 4. This was very relevant to my course of
study and professional development.








Rooms and Facilities Manager
_
Food and Beverage Manager
_
Sales and Marketing Manager
Other (Specify).
My Chain was: Harriet Lariat Chariot












Copyright 1991 by Charles M. Plummer
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THE HOTEL MANAGEMENT GAME: EVALUATION OF MECHANICS
Copyright 1993 by Angel Dominguez and Edward Stockham
School of Food, Hotel and Travel Management
Read each statement and rate it on each criteria using the scale provided below: Circle the





1 . 1 experienced few problems
understanding the responsibilities
of my role.
2. Instructions to fill out the
Decision Accounting Forms
(Paper Work) were clear and
easy to understand.
3 2
3 . Even though the rules
of the game forweek 1 were new
for me, I understood them well enough
to get started by myself.
3 2
4 . By week 5, very little help was
needed from the instructors to
understand the game's procedures.
3 2
5 . Overall I believe that the instruc
tions were provided in a clear, arti
culate way.
3 2
6. Overall I had fun playing the game.
Copyright 1993 by Angel Dominguez and Edward Stockham.
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THE HOTEL MANAGEMENT GAME: TEAM COHESIVENESS INSTRUMENT
Copyright 1993 by Angel Dominguez and Edward Stockham
School of Food, Hotel and Travel Management
Read each statement and rate it on each criteria using the scale provided below: Circle the
number that best represents your judgment.




1 . 1 believe I acted as part of a team.
2. 1 wanted to change teams during
the play of the game.
3 . I believe that my team members
got along well.
4. I think the members of my team
stuck together while solving the events.
5 . 1 think the members of my team stuck
together when difficulties arose while
playing the game.
6 . 1 think team members assisted
each other when we experienced
problems.





































































































































































































































































Directions: Please check the appropriate blank space for each of the items listed below.






Degree Program in which























Check the one blank space that applies: Single / Head of Household
Single Parent / Head of Household
Married with children























Rooms and Facilities Manager
Food and Beverage Manager
Sales and Marketing Manager
Happy hour (with 2 for 1 drinks) have been a long established institution, and
your Hotel's has been fun and profitable. It has served as a great marketing
technique for our restaurant/lounge business. MADD (Mothers Against Drunk
Driving) recently got the city to pass an ordinance prohibiting two-for-one drink
sales.
OPTION A: Your favor the promotion of "Hungry
Hour"
which features single
drinks but offers a fancy buffet for free!
OPTION B: You suggest that a new special "Drink of the
Day"
be created with






















Rooms and Facilities Manager
Food and Beverage Manager
Sales and Marketing Manager
Urgent problems force the remodeling of an older wing of the Hotel. You are
forced to close down the south corridor with 75 guest rooms.
OPTION A: You favor having all discipline managers restrict business and limit
reservations as appropriate.
OPTION B: You opt for a plan that closes down a part of the corridor as




















Rooms and Facilities Manager
Food and Beverage Manager
Sales and Marketing Manager
Rising costs of opeTatron (inflation at 10%) continue to threaten the profitability
of your operation.
OPTION A: You favor raising room rates by 10 percent.
OPTION B: You prefer that the issue be raised at the next Executive committee













Alexis Beverly Caroline Aries





Rooms and Facilities Manager
Food and Beverage Manager
Sales and Marketing Manager
Your chain has stressed hospitality, as .its major drawing card. In response to.
this, you have been giving guests many
"extras"
in the form of daily
newspapers, courtesy coffee, etc. (costs 1% of total revenue). You are under
pressure to imporve profitability.
OPTION A: You favor cutting all of these items to reduce costs.
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Rooms and Facilities Manager
Food and Beverage Manager
Sales and Marketing Manager
A convention appears suddenly because of problems with neighboring
competitor hotel. Facilities are taxed, requiring 15% more staff, but the guests
are very grateful for your efforts!
OPTION A: You favor hiring the extra staff to keep staff and guests happy!
OPTION B: You believe that the General Manager should call a meeting with








YEAR YEAR OF STUDY
Value
Valid Cub
value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
ASHMAN i 6 73.8 78.3 7S,3
SOPHOKGRE 2 5 15.2 15.2 S3. 9
JUNIOR 3 2 .1 .1 IBB. 8
Total 33 18S.8 188.3
flean 1.273 otu err .108 fledian 1.88S
Rode 1.886 Std dev .574 variance .338
Kurtosis 3.413 S E Kurt .796 Skewness 2. 858
S 2 Skew .463 Range 2. 838 ilinisiuia 1.038
fiixifiue j.&yu Sub 42.868
valid cases 33 flissing cases
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25-Jan-93 HOTEL F,AN.GErKT SIRULATIQK-GflhE EVALUATION
14:12:54 SPSS VAX/VMS Site on VAXA::






19 57.6 59.4 59.4
13 39.4 48.6 188.8
1 3.2 Missing
188.8
hean 1.486 Std err .868 Pledian 1.888
node 1.866 Std dev .499 Variance .249
Kurtosis -1.967 S E Kurt .889 Skewness .401
S l. Skew .414 Range 1.688 fiiniauii 1.388
PUa^UE i.vJcZ bur.'. 45.883




So. J JO. 7 166. d
3.8 Hissing
ilean 1.963 Std err
ilode 2. 888 Std dev
'\U.r--CSlS 32.888 S E Kurt-
3 t Ske* .41s Ranoe







Valid cases 32 Hissing cases
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25-Jan-93 HOTEL ilAHAGEHENT SHIliLAilOh-GAfiE tvAL'JATIOr-.
14:12:53 SPSS VAX/VMS Site on VAXA:: v'FiS V5.5
DEGREE DEGREE PROGRftB ENROLLED
Valid Cum
value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
DIPLOMA 2 1 3.8 3.1 3.1
23 4 28 64.6 67.5 98.6





S E Skew .414
iG^a* oo itj.& itju.u
Std err .364 ileoian 4.868
Std dev .474 Variance .225
S _ Kurt . 8u3 Skewness -1.62j
Range 0.886 ^inifiUD! b.sBii
fiaximus j.668 Sun 129.886
/aiid cases b2 Hissing cases i
AGE
..fc lCl'Cx >cv_..t r re -j
..CU'_/
J. t 43. D Hi.L-
: / . 0 28.1 bb.3
b. 1 15.6 4.h
o. 'i j. 1 87.5
0. ti b.i 33.6





"~-> 0,8j, . . uou Std en .476
rode iS.u88 ouj ueV 2.633
Kurtosis b.627 S E Kurt .889
b E Skew .414 Range 12.6553





Valid cases 32 fiissing cases
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25-Jan-93 HOTEL fiANAGEREHT SIFIUlATION-GARE EVAlJATICN
14:i2:54 SPSS VAX/VHS Site on VAXA:: VflS v5.5
HC'JSE CHILDREN AMD HEAD OF HOUSEhO.
Value LaDsi vaiue rveq..enc> Percent r'srcent l-ercent
SINGLE i 23 63.7 95.8 95.8
NARR. HO CHILD 4 1 3.8 4.2 188.8
9 27.3 Hissing
33 188.3 183.3
flean 1.125 oou e. v .125 Median i.688
flode 1.633 Std dev .612 Variance .375
Kurtosis 24.668 b L Kurt .916 Skewness 4.639
S E 3,'iew .472 Aange 3.388 ilinitauti 1.088
HaxuBur.! t.336 bUR 27.683






License Agreement -- HOTEL MANAGEMENT GAME
*** *** *** NOTICE -- IMPORTANT -- READ *** ***
You should carefully read the following tenns and conditions before using this game. Any
use uf this game indicates your understanding and acceptance of all the following terms
and conditions. If you do not agree with them, you may promptly return the R&D
Productivity Game and any associated documentation (collectively herein referred to as the
R&D Productivity Game) to MULTILOGUE. .-
The R&D Productivity Game is the proprietary property ofMULTILOGUE, DBA, and
is fully owned and protected by Richard D. Duke and Associates, Inc.. The materials are
protected by copyright, patent and trademark, and all rights are reserved. The R&D
Productivity Game is licensed (not sold) for use by a single individual or organization,
and is licensed only on the condition that you agree to the terms of the end user license
agreement. You accept responsibility for meeting the terms of this agreement:
I. USE. You may use this R&D Productivity Game for any educational purpose you
find appropriate, as long as no fee or other remuneration is charged the participants for the
R&D Productivity Game or the activities in which it is embedded. If a fee or other
remuneration is obtained, the user must reach a further written agreement with
MULTILOGUE, DBA; Richard D. Duke and Associates before using the R&D
Productivity Game.
2. COPY, MODIFY, AND MERGE. The R&D Productivity Game may not be copied,
modified, or merged or combined with other games or materials.
3. EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY PROVIDED IN TillS AGREEMENT, ANY USE,
COPYING, MODIFICATION, MERGING-OR COMBINING OF THER & D
Productivity Game, INCLUDING DOCUMENTATION, OR TRANSFER OF THE R &
D Productivity Game AND liCENSE, IS PROHIBITED.
4. TERM. The license is effective until tenninated. You may terminate it at any time by
returning it to MULTILOGUE or by destroying the R&D Productivity Game with all
documentation. The agreement will also tenninate if you fail to comply with any tenn or
condition of this agreement.
5. GENERAL. This agreement will be covered by the laws of the State ofMichigan.
YOU ACKNOWLEDGE THAT YOU HAVE READ THIS AGREEMENT,
UNDERSTAND IT, AND AGREE TO BE BOUND BY ITS TERMS AND
CONDITIONS. YOU FURTHER AGREE THAT IT IS THE COMPLETE AND
EXCLUSIVE STATEMENT OF THE AGREEMENT BETWEEN YOU AND
MULTILOGUE, DBA; RICHARD D. DUKE AND ASSOCIATES, INC., WIllCH
SUPERSEDES ANY PROPOSAL OR PRIOR AGREEMENT, ORAL OR WRITTEN,
AND ANY OTHER COMMUNICATIONS BETWEEN US RELATING TO THE
SUBJECT MATIER OF TIllS AGREEMENT.
' ..
MULTILOGUE
Richard D. Duke & Associates, Inc.; 32 I Parklake, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48 I 03 USA;
Phone 313 663-3690
mac/garnes/new HOTEL MANAGEMENT GAME manual
Copyright. 1989. An Rights Reserved: Patenl Applied for; Trademark Protected. 3/3/89
May not be reproduced in whole or in part without the written permission of (!!)MULllLOGUE.
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